Aim: Stroke is a leading cause of adult disability and death worldwide. It is very important to determine the ischemic tissue at risk in stroke patients. Although brain computed tomography (CT) is the first and standard imaging technique, diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI) is superior to CT and is the optimal imaging technique for the diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke. In our study, we aimed to compare the interpretation of DW-MRI between emergency physicians (EP) and on-call radiologists (OCRs).
Introduction
Stroke is one of the most important causes of death and the most common cause of serious physical disability (1) . There are two primary types of stroke: ischemic and hemorrhagic. Ischemic strokes are by far the most common, accounting for 87% of all strokes (2) . The possible causes of ischemic stroke are approximately 25% arteroembolic (large-artery disease), 25% lacunar (small-vessel disease), 25% cardioembolic, and 25% due to other causes (3).
Emergency departments (ED) are the point of access to health care for stroke patients. Thus, timely ED evaluation and diagnosis of stroke are critical (4) . It is very important to determine the ischemic tissue at risk in stroke patients. Non-contrast computed tomography (CT) is the first and standard imaging technique for the diagnosis of stroke because it is fast and widely available and generally used to exclude cerebral hemorrhage (5, 6) . The sensitivity of CT at the onset of cerebral ischemia was 64% in the European Cooperative Acute Stroke Study (7) . Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DW-MRI) seems to be superior to CT and has been described as the optimal imaging technique for the diagnosis and management of acute ischemic stroke (AIS) (8, 9) . DW-MRI is an advanced technique that is generally used to detect AIS in the ED. The detection rate of brain DW-MRI ischemic lesions in stroke patients is >95%, whereas it is between 1 in 6 and 2 in 3 in transient ischemic attack (TIA) patients. Speech or motor symptoms, duration of symptoms, and etiology seem to correlate with the rate of DW-MRI positivity (10) . The determination of infarct-age is not possible in the first few hours based on DW-MRI characteristics. However, the combined interpretation of DW-MRIimages and the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps enable the distinction of the duration of infarcts (11) .
Because of these advantages, DW-MRI has become a useful and important imaging modality for emergency physicians (EP) especially in subclinical patients, transient ischemic attack (TIA) patients, and those with a history of stroke. The aim of this study was to compare the interpretations made by EP and radiologists on DW-MRI images obtained in the ED for patients with the pre-diagnosis of AIS and to evaluate the adequacy of EP on interpreting the DW-MRI images.
Materials and Methods

Study design
This multi-centered, prospective study was carried out at three central hospitals Denizli Servergazi State Hospital, Van Training and Research Hospital, and Bitlis State Hospital. Approval was acquired from the local ethics committee of the University of Health Sciences Van Training and Research Hospital to conduct the study. Patients were selected between 08:00 hours and 17:00 hours on weekdays as radiologists could be contacted more easily. The DW-MRI scans were performed using Siemens, Philips, and Signa G-Explorer 1.5 Tesla MRI machines at the three centers. Trainings on interpreting DW-MRI scans were provided to the EPs by the radiology clinic instructors. These trainings were given as 2 hours for practical and 2 hours for theoretical through a PowerPoint presentation showing diffusion imaging pathologies. Patients were selected during a 1-year period between June 1, 2016, and May 31, 2017. Patients who had stroke symptoms or suspected of stroke and underwent brain DWI were included in the study. The exclusion criteria were patients who were evaluated in other centers and those younger than 18 years.
Image evaluation and data analysis
Evaluation was performed according to the presence of brain diffusion restriction on DW-MRI (high signal on DW-MRI and low on ADC map). The DW-MRI images of the patients who were admitted to the ED with a suspicion of stroke were first interpreted by the EPs. This preliminary interpretation was noted down by the EP on a study form in the "interpretation of the EP" section. The clinical information of the patient was simultaneously forwarded to the oncall radiologist (OCR) via telephone. The OCR evaluated the images of the patient and forwarded his/her interpretation to the EP. The EP noted down the interpretation of the OCR in the "interpretation of the OCR" section of the study form. Finally, the DW-MRI images were interpreted by the definitive result team comprised of two radiologists who were blinded to the study. All EPs and radiologists in the study were expert doctors.
Statistical analysis
Analysis of the data was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences software package 23 (IBM Corporation, Chicago, IL, USA). Specificity, sensitivity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, positive likelihood ratio, negative likelihood ratio, and κ coefficient were calculated for the interpretations by EP and OCR based on the final report. The inter-rater agreement was graded according to κ values. A κ value of 0.81-1 was considered almost perfect agreement, 0.61-0.80 as substantial agreement, 0.41-0.60 as moderate agreement, 0.21-0.40 as fair agreement, and 0-0.20 as slight agreement. The level of significance was accepted as a p-value of <0.05 with 95% confidence intervals.
Results
A total of 356 patients who were scheduled to undergo brain DW-MRI were selected for the study. Of these patients, 16 were excluded due to contraindications in MRI, 15 were excluded due to insufficiencies of the preliminary interpretation of the EP or the attending radiologist, and 10 were excluded because they had hemodynamic instability and did not undergo MRI. Finally, 315 patients were included in the study. Of the 315 patients, 132 were from Denizli Servergazi State Table 2 .
Discussion
With the current prolongation in the expected lifespan of people, the number of patients with stroke has also increased. Since the ED is the access point to healthcare for critical patients, such as stroke patients, they constitute the most important step in the early diagnosis and treatment of stroke (4) . In the presence of findings of acute stroke, the most commonly admitted imaging method is brain CT. CT is important particularly in the diagnosis or exclusion of hemorrhagic stroke. However, its diagnostic sensitivity is low in ischemic stroke, which forms the majority of the cases with stroke in the short term (7).
DW-MRI has become the mostly preferred imaging method since it is the most sensitive and specific method in the diagnosis of ischemic stroke, it can be accessed easily in EDs and is time saving. However, DW-MRI has been interpreted together with ADC maps. By this means, acute infarction may easily be diagnosed, and the discrimination of acute infarction from chronic infarction can be made. Especially in patients with subclinical properties, those with altered consciousness, in the elderly patients for whom physical examination is difficult, and in those with suspicious TIA, DW-MRI helps the EP in the diagnosis or exclusion of AIS (8, 9) .
The interpretation of the images obtained in different imaging techniques in the ED is generally provided by radiologists. Currently, images are easily directed to radiologists via professional methods, such as picture archiving and communications system; communication methods, such as cellular phones; or applications such as WhatsApp® (12) . However, for critical patients where early diagnosis is crucial, communication to the radiologists may not always be possible. Although Hunter and colleagues (13) suggest that radiologic imaging in the ED should only be interpreted by radiologists, Torreggiani et al. (14) stated that simultaneous radiologist interpretation was not possible in a short time in many institutions. Therefore, EPs complain about the inadequacy of the current reporting system. Thus, the correct interpretation of radiological images, such as CT or MRI, by EP in critical patients is extremely important in the diagnosis and management of these patients. EPs with that knowledge progress with regard to interpreting radiological images.
There are several studies comparing EPs and radiologists in interpreting radiological images. Majority of these studies were used to be on ultrasonography and x-ray at the beginning (15, 16) . However, studies comparing interpretations on CT images have gained importance recently (17, 18) . With the advantage of being informed about the history, physical examination, and clinical findings of the patients in most of the studies, the success of EPs in interpreting radiological images was observed to be higher. In the study of Kartal et al. (19) on the CT images obtained from patients with trauma, the interpretations of EPs were found to be very successful especially for the thoracic and brain CT interpretations and moderately successful in abdominal and vertebral CT interpretations. In the study of Hochhegger et al. (17), fair and moderate agreements (0.39 and 0.42) were demonstrated between EP and radiologists in interpreting CT pulmonary angiography in the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism. Oray et al. found an acceptable level of agreement for the interpretation of DW-MRI among four EPs in a retrospective study (20) . However, the number of patients included in the study was low. To our knowledge, there is not prospective study that investigated the compatibility of EP and OCR in interpreting the images of DW-MRI, which has been admitted frequently today; our study was the first in literature on the subject.
The adequacy of EP on interpreting brain DW-MRI images were found to be similar to those of OCR in our study (κ value: 0.936-0.968) and highly compatible according to precise interpretations of two independent radiologists, which we accept as the gold standard ('very good agreement'). Among the patients, 159 were diagnosed to be AIS and 36 were TIA, whereas 120 were diagnosed to have different diseases. In the management of these patients, EP have either confirmed their pre-diagnoses with the help of DW-MRI, or excluded AIS from the differential diagnosis.
Study limitations
Some of the patients included in the study were hospitalized by the neurologists based on the clinical findings and DW-MRI interpretations of OCR. Some were hospitalized and discharged from different units with non-neurological diagnoses. No future follow-up was planned for these patients, and no further on images were maintained. Therefore, a possibility of misdiagnosis or misinterpretation of radiological images is a limitation of this study. In addition, the EPs were more advantageous than radiologists in interpreting because they were not blinded to the CT results and clinic information of the patients. 
Conclusion
The high compliance observed in the interpretations of DW-MRI by EPs to those of radiologists for AIS was significant and satisfactory.
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